1. Sport is a big thing in Australian culture. So, an important question for a young person learning about China is where does sport fit into Chinese culture? Your task is to research this question.

2. The Website above has a lot of good information about sport in China, and links to many other useful sites regarding specific sports played in China. Using the information on the Website, and any other resource material available to you, write a two page report on sport in China. The first half of the report should give a general introduction to sport in China – talking about topics such as history, popular sports, the Beijing Olympics and students’ involvement in sport. For example, did you know that table tennis originated in England!? 

3. In the second half of the paper choose one sport that is played in China and write about it in detail. Include, also, a list of Chinese words related to your paper at the end or refer to them throughout the body of the paper. When you have finished record the time it took to complete this task below.